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Developing Technical Core Problem
Solving in Schools:

An Empirical Test of a Structural Inte;wention

The objective of this paper is to evaluate a partimilar school-

specific organization development intervention in terms of its express
IOW

theoretical foundations. The paper will present the theoretical founda-

tions for the intervention design, the results of...quasi:experimental

evaluation of the implementation project, and a reconsideration.of the

theory in light of the results.

The O.D. intervention being evaluated in this paper is,a Survey-

4IB

feedback based, problem-solving structural intervention conceptualized
4

and tested by Coughlan, Cooke apd Safer (1'972) in an earlier field expep-

iment. A three-year O.D. project using a refined version of the inter-

vention design and a quasi-experimental research design was recently con-

cluded (Duncan et al., 1977), and will be reported in this paper. This

project was funded by thd National Institute of Education.

Intrbduction-

The 0.1E_ intervention was designed to increase organizational flex-
.

I. THEORY AND pSIGN

.

ibility by providing for increased professional problem-solving in schools.
. -

The design of the intervention stems firbm several theoretical foundations.
.

Open systems contingency theory- suggested'the need for structures and

processes in schools to address, uncertainty at both the institutional and

technical'core levdls. Although the administratiye structure is designed

to rechict and buffer teachers from uncertainty at the institutional level,

uncertainty from the internal environment (i.e., from students and the

1;
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technology of teachingris optimally handled by the teachers, who perform

the technical core task. Structures to promote collegial problem - solving

in schools and to reduce the relative isolation of teachers from one

another should therefore enhance the ability of the schobl to respond to

problems at the technical core level.

If lasting change is to occur, innovation and change theory suggested

. the need. for a systematic change process which attended to the evaluation

of need'for change right through to working out the "bugs" and routinit-

ing.a change program. The componentS of this intervention are designed

to supporta seven-stage "collective decision process." The internal

change agents received training in the seven stages and the'use of the

structures and processes of the intervention to achieve affective change.
. '

The particular components pf the intersVention are based on the lit-
4

erature of planned change and applied behavio,ral science: These include

the use of peer groups -Co-solve problems, ltnk-pin or overiappiffg.groups

\ \

to integrate the decisions of the faculty grolbs With,the authority

structure, task- oriented feedback to initiate'brobleb-solving efforts
9

. , \
(Nadler, 1976; Miles et al., 1969) and training of internal change agents

. , >-
.

,

,,t,;:i
to enhance the probability that the collectivelpcision making structures

, 4rt

be able to continue without, ongoing involvement .of external-change agents.

The intervention was theoretically ppedicted-to,iMprove organize-

.

tional effectiveness through the increase.in facully professionalt problem-

solving and decision-making ectivAies.and impro*V'ement in organizattianal
,

flexibility and adaptability, and to iMprove teachers' work attitudes by

affording teachers increased influence over decisions that directly affect

-their work.

/
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Theoretical Background

+The rationale behind the intervention's design and descriptions of

the design itself have been developed at length elsewhere (Cooke, 1973;

Coughlan, Cooke and Safer, 1972;*Duncan et al., 1977; Mohrman: Cooke and

Duhcan, 1975; Mohrman, Mohrman, Cooke and bunca\l, 1977; Mohrman, Mohrman

,and Duncan, 1976&

. Parsons (1960) and 4,Thompsop (1967) suggest that organizations consist
f.

of at least three levels Of control and responsibility: the institutional,
-

the managerial and the technical. ,The institutional subsystem is the

interface with the external (institutional) environment_of organizations,

and is the part of the system which responds twand is sensitive to environ-

mental shifts. In schools this level is embodied in the school board and

to tsome extent in the- district level administration. The managerial: sub-
,

system further buffers the technical subsystem from Alhe'institutionar

.t
.

environment by such activities as providing the resources needed to-per-

form the technical activities. These managerial functions in school organ-

izations are perforTAed by district administrative personnel and school

principals. At the technical level, problem solving and decision making

is centered around the core,task of the organization. In schdOls this-
,

task is'Performed by the teachers and other professionals dealing with

the students.

In this model, it is usually assumed that buffering the technical

core from the institutional environment will remove most of the uncertain-

ty from technical tasks and allow for maximum rationality to be applied

to.themii In schools, this is not possible since students bringa,c6h-

,--""

siderable amount of variability and turbulence to the task.invironment:

In addition the technology of instruction'is considerably underdeveloped

5
°
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for coping with this environment (Hawley, undated; Dreeben, 1910; and

Lortie, 1975)i The-technical core, thei4efore, is faced with consider-

able task uncertainty in schools, uncertainty that cannot.,be buffered or

absorbed by the managerial and institutional levels. 0

The technology of schools seemsto a great extent to fit Thompson's

definition of an intensive technology, ih which "...a variety of.techniques

i's drawn upon in order to achieve a change in some specific object, but

thg-5eleotiorWcombination, and application are determined hy,

feedback from the Object itself." (Thompson, 1967, p.'17). The average

student, for example, when in elementary school is taught by at least

six and-probably as many as 15 professional educators-of varying special-

.

A

ties. A child who presents specital problems may set many'More. According
.

to Thompson; "the successful employment of an intensive technology rests

on.the availability of ail the capacities potentially needed, but equally

...----"

on the approprite custom combination of selected capacities as required

by the individu4 case or project" (p. 18). Thus, although the staffin

of the organization with the,necessary specialties isa manager -level'

4' _function critical to the succesOul use of an inten echnology, the

combination of these:specialties in treatment of students depends on

.. ,

fegdback.from the individual student, and becomes a necessary' technical
. . f

core responsibility. .

- . _

.P
Kdowledge'Of-Ahe salient_characteristics. of children and 'the teaching

techniques 4propriate.to them, while advancing, still is limited. .Thus,

4
uncertainty is introduced into the technic"al core tasks both by the vari-

,

ability of the Material (children) and the difficulty of determiPing

generalized decision rules for assigning treatments to individuals (Perrow,,
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i§I. 67). In addition, uncertainty is introduced by the- dynamic nature of

the technology. New curricula and,teaching equipment, and techniques are

\

being-,continually introduced, penially during the last two decades.

contingency models,ieg. Th\\otnpson, 1967; 'Galbraith, 1973) often

dr
suggest that environments'nvironment and technologies leading to high-task uncertainty

and high task interdependency require structural relationships capable of

a high degree of information processing such as face to face work groups

.

or lat al relationships. Such structure seemingly necessitated by
1 .

s technical task uncertainty- -have also been-called "collegial" struc-

tures.(Becker a nd Neuhauser, 1975).

In the course Of carrying out the technical tasks of the school,

teachers'encounter common problems which are not salient to those in man-

agerial roles. The solutions of these .problems demand the exchange of

information, pooling of ideas, and the coordinated im plementation and

evaluation of 'het4 programs and procedures (Mohrman et al., ,1975). In

addition to the large amount of information processing that ideally

________-

accompanies' the correct matching of students with learning experiences,

the introduction of new strategies.and specialties themselves creates the

need for increased information processing (Galbraith, 1973, p. 19). School,
44

organizations, however, are typically structured in such a way as to pre-

'
vent the infOrmation processing necessary to confront the.problems faced

at the technical core (Dreeben, 1969; Hawley, undated): The structural

rebponse'in schools is typically one of high.isolation a nd autonomy for

the teacher. Although the autonomy allows theindividual teachers to
. \

freely use professional training and thereby absorb some uncertainty

. ,

through flexibility of skilled behavior, this structural arrangement does
. 4

. . .

no-carnet th&iftformation needs nor address the interdependencies among
. %
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tasks performed by school personnel:.
'\

The employees in schools, as f many intensive technoldgy oyaniza-

-A

tions fit at least
.
some of athe-aharacteristics that are generally con-

sidered to describe professionals (Hall, 1968; Vollmer and Mills, 196E).

Of Partiqular importpnce here iS the fact that teachers have had a special-
.

ized education and frequently an advanced degree. The advancement of.
.

knowledge concerning learning and teaching has resulted in a proliferation

of teachi g specialties., Also, despite the fact that they are almost

always hou d in bureaucratically structures school.systems, teachers

have a norm aluing professional autonomy. Because of the professional

nature of the\ ,staff of a school, teachers are competent to identify and

solve probleS6, and they are motivated to have a voice in the decisions

( that'are made concerning their work, especially in those areas referred

Ito above.

N.

'4 :.
The two environments, institutional and technical, therefore present

. /

c

4 the need and motivation for two decision making or problem solving struc-,,

'--.

. c

set

, -. ,

Schools by and large provide rather specific, highly formalized authority
et,

;

,1, structures but often leave !be collegial structures to emerge informally.
Ir:

t,
Informal contrA iiructures can be dysfunctional in that .they may be per-

.

..

)

ceived astin opposition to the'formal authority structure rather than as

\ complementary to it.
-
The design imperative for public school organiza-

.
, 1...

tions, which by a d large have formalized their decision making 8-true-
.4\

i

'4/ .

tures only with regard to their institutional environments, i' to establish

ti

tures, an authority structure and a collegial structure (Hanson, 1975).

, .

4 formal collective decision making structure which deals primarily with
A

, .

. the technical environment, but which is appropriately integrated with the

authority decision - making structu

`t.
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The_Desigriof the OD Program r

The OD intervention was intended to augment the structure .of,- schools
,

to be more congruerft with theirdual contexts, in particular to provide

collectives decision making structures to supplement the pre-existing hier-
,-

ai,chical authority structure. In general, the intervention is aform of
4

OD or planned organization change in that it utilizes techniques identified

with OD, for Lample, survey feedback and group problem solving. There

are some differences between it and other earlier OD efforts whit -are

important to state. First, rather than aiming to,increase partIgipatsion

in the existing authority decision making process as is tacitly assure in

almost all interventions dealing with decisional participation this inter-

vention provided for participation in a new collective decision making

structure. Sed4d, the intervention was aimed at setting up structures

for task - oriented, problem solving and ihtFpersonal.processes were attended

to in order tereinforce the new structures'rather than focusing on improv-
.

ing interpersonal processes within existing structures. Third, the inter-
.

ventionists did not 2ersonallt-4.mplement nor function within these new

structures. In order to minimize system reliance on the interventionists,

internal change agents were trained from each experimental schOol to

implement and assume roles within the new structure. Specifically two

teachers were trained to lead group problem solving (the leader) and to

monitor group processes (the monitor).. Each principal received similar

training in leadership, change and group prOblem solving processes.

There were two ways in which the intervention was structured. First,

a structure of roles and gr up membership was implemented to serve as the

locuses or forums in which the collective problem solving processes were
flt

4.
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to take place. Second, the processes themselv,es were "structured" so

that the indir

,,

individuals , and group followed .9,,,s closely aspossiSle an -'ideal"
, -

,

-

problem,solving process. Certain activities were_ designed. into the pro-
. - ,

cess and identified as functions of particular groups and individuals so

that the lationships bibtiten the role/group structure and the structure

of the process and its subprodesses were as clear as possible.

The role consisted fundamentally of a series of overlapping groups.

Figure 1.1 shows the 'groups pertinent to'the typical elementary -school'

andthe membership of the groups%t Tble 1.1 specifies the -functions of 6

these groups. The bulk of the collegial-problem solving process in the .

schools was designed.to take place in the program group, consisting only

of teachers. The peerlivel make-up of the grOup accentuated.the-distinc-
.

tion of this,strusture Prom the existing authority structure and was

expected io'eliminate dysfunctional effects of the principal's presence .

Oh group creativity and productivity (Bridges, 1967). The,review group

functioned asthe major structural link between the existing authority/

structure and the superimposed collegial decision making structure. The .

review and program groups are linked by the overlapping 'membership of the

Program grout leader and process monitor, the two completely new.roles

created by the design. The tasks of the teachers who filled these roles

included process initiation, facilitation, and leadership.in the program

group, group: spokesmen in the review group, and'comun4cation links between

the two. The.third group, the policy group, is basically Analogous to

the review group but allows linkage of the 1) ess at the school level
4,

with the, district level authority structue.

,Survey Feedback was used to stiklate woblem identification and sub-

.

sequent solution 'generation py teachers. The faculty in eachishool

10
N
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,D -strict Office Personnel

Pbincipal

4, \ 4

Policy Committe,p

AI

it

Program
Leader

Program
Monitor

Review Committee . Teachers

F-

Program Group

Figure 1.1 Diagram of the overlapping groups

t
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. Table 1,1

- Committee Mehbership and Actiyities _

Group

(and Composition)

Program 'Gvcaups

(program leader,,,
monitor, and
faculty of the
school)

/

Functions

1. Toqntepiet survey,resUlts fOr their own group.- /I*

*

.2. To identify the group':s key work problems and needs. '

3. :To 4iagnose the basic .reasons and clauses underiyiEg

Work proAlems. '"

a

. 'To determine what action can be taken at the schOO1
level iri solving 'problems and meeting needs.

. / . 4 \ 4
5. To .discuss problems and Rossible solutions wilth other

members of the system who might be affected by the
.:. . \

problem of proposed changes.
p.

To communicate to the Review (and/or...Foli.cy) Committee

the group's thinking and recoirnfendations regarding '

alteviatiye gropOsals for solving. problems and 'Meeting

needt.

1;*

0 7. To o tain from the Review*OWor FoliCy) Committee '..-
,

t -

..; reas dexTranrit511 ortn g:t0V-TervErt

p9icfes, prograffiscfrocedures', tlinking and action.
1 4..'

8. To plan'for the iMplementaticin of solutions.
,... L.

,

. . , ,..

Committed 1. 'To pfd d schldule survey administration, feedback,
- .

ipal, and pr m-solving meetings.
-..

*leader,
\ .

otitor) . 2. To approve changes and innovations proposed by the
, -,.

Program Group. -

3. To explain why proposals fol< change cannot be approved u.
.

.

'and to suggest modifications of. proposals for further

al

Policy'

district
tative,
and ptogr rq, leader

fron'i the ol4s)

interested in the
particular roSlem.

consideration.
) ,

1

4: Tc facilitate upward and doWnward communication
between the Policy Comthittee and the Program Group.

/.

mittee 1. To respond to questions, suggestdons, and recommenda-
rnt or tion,s/of Program Group. \

ipresen-
ncipal.:2. Tolsanction and suggest' changes in innovations

emerging from.ProgrartGrtups.

1.2 A
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received aggregated questionnaire data,generated by its Orin staff and

by the personnel of the district,asya whole. The data wasitask-oriented

and school-specific, consisting of 155 items which tapped 14 areas of

school functioning, including aspects of input, environment, process and .

output of the school. Members of the.school district helped edit and add'

to the basic questionnaire before it was aqmihisteted. Figul;I.2 show-it

the 14 areas of school functioning which were tapped by the questionnaire.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the feedback form for-onelf those 14 areas.

Various.compbnents of the intervention helped to counteract 'some of

the problems commonly associated with data-feedback change efforts (Mohr-

man et al, 1975).. For instance; the leader and monitor from each school

received up to three day's of training'in the feeding 'Sack of data, group

processes,' problem - solving. techniques and aipectsep.f..44.anned change, thus

reducing the reliance on e;c7-iernal agents and increasing the probability
.

that the organizational: change effort would be sustained over time. These

internal change agents fed back the data to4the Program Groups and con-
;

ducted *ongoing Problem-Solving sessions. Furthermor groups,g

throygh the leader and monitor, were provided with a formal problem solving
)

process to guide their.use of the, data.

The process web formalized by a normative seven-stage group problem

solving procesi (Cooke) 1973).which had its source in.a number of related

models (i.e., Rogers and'Shoemaker, 1971; Zaltman, Duncan and Holbek,

1973; Stufflebeam, 1967). Many of these tages or subprocesses of group
.

problem solving were lin eh in the program design to ParMular inter-
.

vention comionents. Following are the de

with the manner Lin which they were design

figure 1.4),.

finitions of the stages along

ad into they intervention (see

t

Sr
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", FIGURE 1.2 ,

Hypothetical Summary Profile for Feedback

Group Profiled;SC.Noot... (:) School
LEGEND: AL

'No. in group: AI District Overall

Category Percent Favorable Response
0 10 20 -30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

I. Administrative
Practices .

r

.

II. Professional Work

Load

III. Non-Professional Work

Load

.

IV. Materials and'

w: Equipment
III

.

k

V. Buildings and

Fqcilities

...

.

I

- -
.

n

VI. Educational
Effectiveness . ,.

,
I

110.
..

i
.

VII. EvaluW.on of
Students A .

VIII.Secial Services
. . Ai)

.

IX: School - Commubity

Relations
(2)

Supervisory
Relations .*

, b
XI. Colleagtie

.

.

Relations

,

:

-

XII. Voice in Educational

Program '

'

XIII.Performance and
Devilopment

,,

XIV. Students .

,

,

Ill

.:_,._......__

Reac~ions to SurveyXV.\
.

.r,

_

1 4
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FIGURE 1.3

Hypothetical. Breakdown of Feedback Garegory

Percent Favorable Response

ov,A,4 1.F
oammompassoesmr-

.

62. Admini.trativ. paper
work

'6. Non-pfc,kslaual duty
load 4'

---.

. 42. Clerical ,ai:tstance

\
AA0 . .

131. Extracurii(o!ar
activiti.%

..a. A .'

76. Conaminfcatit,.) troll

"higher-0;s-

143. Educational responsi-
bilities, A

1..2.7.2

J. ClliSt.,U1', lAte4r,iptio.S

). ....'

' 57. Paraprofessional
i assistance
L

4111 0

School'

%7 '7.14 NA rlcaa

G 3:1 g. 3.1

10 46 I Re?

12 38 3 3,0

+ 36 H 3,Z

16 1-4 Z77

V; ZO 0 3,1

30 Z4 21

32. 4 35

b2. I am rLqufred to do too much administraWve paper WA (attendance reports,
tardy slips, statfstical ),eports, etc.)

8. 1 am required to perform ton many non-professional dutoOs here (playground,

hall, stairs, lunchroom at,.l Study hall duties).

42.' receive sufficient Clerical assistance to tin my job effectively.

131. So fii as I am concerned., emrarurricular duties (sponsoring student clubs
and activities, oteil) arc disttrhuted faiily

(

76. 1 am asked to_yead too many communicatilasOs from "higher-ups,' in this schod4

system. a

143. ibis :.chool os.klu:s too many educational responsibilities that properly
Wool in ill(' ho:w or tootha.r commhtty agencles.,

15. 'Intrr..Ttloas ;messages, monitors, intereom.bulletins) are kept to a minimum
hurt __- .

57. A A piul amount of poraproie,-,;iou.11 assistance Is available to the teachers

I,

v Am

n- this school. -
.. .....

L

1

7.?

re
District

7 Z7
70 6

31

151

5

6
',5" 14

1o. 3.1

IB 7

6 51

N

D

A

D
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Evaluation refers to, the collective identification of problems And

de non situations. This stage was performed by the programIgroup under

the leadership of the 'group leader. This stage was initiated with feed-

back of the survey results. The'trai\king of the leader was reinforced
. ,

by provision of a manual documenting specific guidelines and procedures

tobeusedbythegroup-inOis and subsequent stages.

Solution generation is the development of alternative suggestions.,

and potential solutions to identified probleds, and the selection of pre-:

ferred solution(s). This took place in the program group under the leader-

ship of the leader and process guidance of the monitor. Guidelines, forms,

44nd training were provided by .the interventionists. Much of the content
\

of these materials and sqmp of what were provided in the evaluation stage

had its source in Maier (1963).

Internal Diffusion refers to the provision of partitipation in the

problem-solving process for those with information relevant to and who

will poXetitially be affected by any contemplated solution. This Was a'

responsibility of the program group. Groups and leaders were urged to

use district resource persOnnel, when appropriate.

Legitimation refers to Communication of proposed solutions to the

authority structure for sanction, if needed; and for reactions and input,

in any case. The forum for this stage is the review group (and policy

r
group, if needed)': The communication is facilitated not onlS by the over-

lapping membership with the program group but also by the provision of

stgpctured -forms which enhance the probability that Solutions presented

will be carefully analyzed and planned ar that responses to,the program

group will be considered and constructive. These forms not only enhance

r .

16



Figure-I.4 The collective decision process.
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this stage but facilitate earlier sage by 'Asking monitors to sysfWm-
, '

atically record the reasons behind

tions recommended as the group problem

Later stages are also facilitated by these forms in that they call for

timetables and specific plans of action as part of proposed solutions.

Adoption is acceptance'of solution by those who will implement it

and specifiC15on of final *ens ()faction Succissful completionoof

this stage is anticipated by the high participation of teachers and others

in previous stages.

probleidg identified and the solu-
,

solving process Is carried out.

,implementation is putting the,solutiOh into practice. Again, this

fr is Performed by various. personnel, generally including members of the

program group, and. is facilitated by the acceptance gained during earlier

stages as well as the forms and documentation provided.

Routinization is the evaluation of the change or implemented solu-

tionaand the identification of and solving of problems associated with

//it, until the change becoes "standard operating procedure." This is

performed by the program grotips and is facilitated by their experience

in and learning of the problem solving process itself.

Hypotheses

The next section' of this paper describes the experimental design

used to evaluate or test the design of the intervention and, by implica-

tion, the theoretic base upon which it was built. The hypothe "es which

underliethat evaluation are presented herd.' There are three levels of

hypotheses which are investigated, labeled primary', secondary, and ter-

tiary to reflect the relative immediacy with which the outcomes were

'expected to occur.

18
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Primary klypotheses: At the most fundamental level the intervention

o

needs to affect those phenomena which it seeks to manipulate. ?In this

case, the intervention was aimed at changing the decision makigg structure

4
of the schools through superimposition of the collegial stricture, aid at

IL

changing ;the process by which problems were dealt with by the provision

of the seven-stage group problem soling process.

,;,

Primary- Hypotheses: Struct e; School structure will change commen-

,sura with the structural properties of the

ervention in its Combination with existing

school structures. a

Group Problem Solving: The degree of group

problem solving in schools will increase as a

result of the OD intervention.

As mentioned, the testing of thei7e' hypotheses amounts fb a manipula-

tion check of the intervention. In the case of structure, we expect'd

t

1) it to bedome more standardized reflecting the highly' formalized inter-

vention, 2) task ariety to increase because ofd the augmented roles, 3)

hierarchy of authority to decrbase due to the lower levd1 decision making,

and 4) autonomy toi,remain constant due to the feeling of increased pro-

fessional control through group problem solving offset by the pressure of

being constrained by the same process. We expated the.intervention to

,

enharicethe occurance of each stage of the group problem solving process.

Secondary Hypotheses: If indeed the primary hypotheseLare verified

then this should have secondary effects on distribution of influence

within the school. .Note that the earlier \argUments were theoretically

based on the assertigp that there is much going on in schools which is

not under anyone's control or influence. Thus distribution of influence

should be marked by a overall' increase in the influence of all personnel

but especially teachers: Loss of influence is. not expected for any position.
6
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The degree of influence is expected/to be directly'related to the degree

to:which:individuals participate in decision making and this of course

was expeCted to increase as a result of the.intervention.

ndary Hypotheses: Participation. in Decision Making will increase-

as a resu1)- the intervention.

InfluenceeaHich teachers have over 'school

matters wi increase. Principal influence

will not decrease.

Tert*- otheses: The contingency theory arguments essentially

predict that o anizations appropriately structured to "fit" their environ-

ments will be more effective in performing, or at leastin achieving

valued outcomes. The intervention should result in a better school-environ-

ment fit because of its increased adaptiveness to the technical environment

through the collegial structure. This adaptiveness-should be reflected

by the choice of ends which are emphasized and toward which resources'are

allocated by the school. This in turn should be reflected in increased

1111

effectiveness in achieving organizational goals. At the individual level,.

,increased participation in a collegial process should lead to the increased'

.
'probability that ones needs will be taken into account iniorganizational

owt

decision making, thus increasing the probability of those needs being'

satisfied.

Tertiary HYpotheses, Re urces and Emphasis on school goals wilt

'nC ase as a result of the intervention.

The Effectiveness with which goals,are met 1411 k

increase as a result of the intervention.

Individual Satisfaction will increase and r9le

stress decrease as a result of the intervention.

20
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'The 'xesearch'design in,. the jntervention was quasi-experimental, with
I 1

',eight,experimental and eight control schools from the same school districts.
o

-1*

Pre and post measures are avail4b144from elk schOols. Separate questionnaires

were administered for survey-feedback and project evaluation purposes.

'\ both school-specific and general organizational variables were measured.
. ,

In.addition, a large aMount'of,
-.

interview and observational data was col-
`

1?.'lected and used to supplement and interpret the questionnaire resu ts.

Because of 'self-selection into the two conditions., experimental and .

control schools'can not be considered equivalent,'and alternative hypothe-
L

ses cannot be ruled out. .The strong research design in the pilot test

and the clearly significant findings" of that-study,' however, lend evidence
..4

that clihnges measured in this' study are upgram effeCts (Coughlan, et al., 1972).

Two kinds of data analysis are repoted. Organizatidnal and inAivi-
.

dual level t-tests comparing pre and post test .scores were performed.'"' In

addition, a two-way analysis of vatiance was performed4o detect signifi-

cant'time x participation group interactions (Nunnally, 976), which would

provide additional evidende that changes were due to the O.1 program

despite the initial non-equiiaYency of, the two. groups. t

The Setting

ha.

The experimental OD program was implemented ih thepublic schoolA

of a small midwestern city with a poplhation of 65,000. The research team

doix chose this school 'clistribt because it represented the chal±enges,of of

urban school distriGt (e.g., collective bargaining,maracial and socio-
. b. 1Pn

, r.
.
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economlix, economic problems) and yet

20

A
was small enough (22 schools)

,to treat "effectively with available repeaiich funds.. The super,intendent
()

in.the district was receptive to the idea' becaue% the Intervention design
4

,

l' I , 1 11

appeared to address communication problems which he perceived as existing
.

Z ..
, , - .

in the district.

A lthough secondary schools in the strict we invited to partici -

i ' i hpate in the OD activities, only one,o t e five chose to dq so: Elemen-
- .

.-. .

tary schools also seff-selected into the program. Eight schools elected
, 0

to participate-in'the OD activities. Nine others provided data, but did

not participate in any OD activities. .

Research
".

The research design is a variation on the Miaowing basic

Pre-tes

01

. Gb Pl

-10ett,

Intervention Post-test

-

e4erimental

02

02

1"*.°

'The particUlar situation, however, demands a more e" licit notation which
.

(reflects the alterations necessarilymade to the base design. Table ft.1

.

presents the tegdified design.: The followirig*scUSsiO further specifies'

'the, particulars about the ')pre and pOst ObS.4rvatiOns ancrthe various com-

ponents of the'interventiOn or experimental treatment;
..........., 4

. P
'Pre-test and post-test. Essenciay4two questionnailed.were used

A t - -

,
. -

here, a ,School- specific survey feed gk questionnaire and a more general

. ,

questionnaire measuring organizational characteristics for protect evalua-
0

tion purposes: The results from were pot

made available to the .'district untikthe'terniination of the project.
4
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School rou

. Parti ipatipg

Non-

, Participating

5

Table II.1

'Overview of Research Design and Timetable

(7,
..:

First Year Second Year

Pre-Test antervention7TreatAnt, Post-test Continuation

Feedback

March-
April..1976

I

EvaCtion Training Experimental Interim Training Evaluation

Questionnaire
and ,

School Survey

Components Interview Questionnaire
wie\

School Survey

FebrUary-'

Febru 1975 February 1975 Makh 1975 June 1975 October 19,75 February 1976

Sl 0l T2 FB(S ) - PS
1

I , T2 (S0)2

S1 01 FB(S/) only (s0)2
O

S, = School Feedback Survey time one

0
1

= Evaluation Questionnaire time one
'

a
.1'

S' 'and 0
1
= Sch.00lSurvey tine one and evaluation questionnaire tive one were ddministered separately

,,
.

'B(S1) = Feedback/

.

of survey results (S1)
---- ,Of

FB(S0)12 = Feedback of all questionnaire data colleCted comparing time-one and time-two results, essentially,

data "handback" -
1

,A

A FB(SO)12

FB(S0)12

rn

PS
1

= Refers to three two-hour released-time sessions for the groups as,p'art of the qtart-up; all

group,sessions are.consiaered to be effects of-the intervention

SO2 = Combined School Feedback Survey and EATluation"Questionnaire time one

'T = Training

I = Interview.

A I ,
24
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Instead of being classified as post ;test and pre-test, the School Feedback

Surveys could also be considered as part, of the ?interventaion. The two

questiOnnaires were administered at separate times during the pre-test

stage: At

into one in

measures.

dist;ict requeit, shortened versions of the two were combined

strident requiring a.eingleadministration for the TiOst'-test

It is only, on these repeated measures that'the effects of the

intervention can be measured.

Training. There were two training .periods. The'first,took place

roughly at the time of the pre-test.questionnaire admsniStration. The
.*"4.1.4.9

second was held at the beginning of the second academic year and was aimed

at complete,training of new. replacement 'personnel and refresher training

.

of continuing personnel.
A

4

Feedback. The first ar feedback vas handled in two ways. In each
4

of the participating schools the trained personnel from that school fed

back the data in the first fdrmal meeting of the school group. In almost,

all of-the non-participatitg schools, an aftLr-school feedback, session

for the fadulty`wasconducted,L:y1 a member of the research team. lb the

remaining schools, the dta were handed 'back to the principal.

The second yea10, feedback was in all cases in the form of\ "data hand -

buck." In the participating schools, no formal feedback sessions were

held as a part'of the research design. Participating schools which did

feed the data back according to the OD ,designlaid so on their own time

and at their own initiative:4

Problem-solving process and structure. This part.of the intervention

was communicated at training, where the skill-tiNiiiTiTialso took place.

The research design provided for active implementation of these interven-
.

,
1. .

u 1,

' tion components and survey feedback by setting aside three two-hour problem-
***

25
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meetings anduses of the structural components of the OD program were

at the initia e of the s4iool'yersonnel.

23

/ 'I - .

.,. .
is

,..

,
. ,7"

11
1 ....,--

\

solving sessions for t
-1-.

school groups in February and Mdrch of .the

.;

first .year. Time for se initial sessions Was partially set aside
.

* % ,

.

4
_

by the participating> fact' ty members. No other formal released time .,

112b.

was set aside -by the rese h design. Any additionAl problem-solving

I

N.
41Groups. Ideally, the membership of the experimental and control

groups should be randomly. determined. As we have sben4, this was not

-
t

the case in this program. The participating schools
,.,'

r

/
'Thus the design Is a non-equivalent control group.deJk

e-

elf - elected.

gn and, as sUcb,

any results of the. design will be Open to alternative interpretations.
I -

which would explain any differential charges in participating schools
.1

e
by the bias in the orlginalAle of experimental schools.

Nevertheless, the presence o the non-equivalent control groUp

is*4mucia better than ll'aving no control' group at all. The fact that

both gr ups are draWn froM the same district means thai, Ley and large,

the same external forces are operating In all schools. y changes

'in the states of the school are caused by changes in their

40.,
environments--such qp superintendent turnover, schook board actions,

legal decisionl moStlikely'apply,acro-ss`thl board apd

therefore can poteAtially satedsaated out statistically. These
.

external effects coul nit be distinguished from experimental effects

in the' participating schools were it not for the trend comparisons-
-

4

t

mde p.osible by the availability of the 'controls."
,

'4"............\

Data Analysis. The presence of a non-equivalentol sample
.

.

in a longitudinal field experiment creates two confounding tendencies

-which must be taken into account in statistical data analysis.. First,

r-

26
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there are liable to be natural, or externally 4aused changesstaking

place in all schools over the timeframe of the analysis. Second, it'

is likely that the participating and non-participating schools are,

du; to the selection,procedure, systematically different in their

organizational states. Givdn these two a priori sources of variation,

,they .must be statistically accounted for and removed's° that the'only

remaining patterns are those Which change over time and which show

.,different patterns of change for the participating and non-participa-

ting schools. A two-way analysis of variance (two-way ANOVA) does this

when the independent, qualitative variables are time (levels equal

pre-test and post-test) and-paiticipation status (levels equal parti-

tipating and non-participating). The dependent variables are the

various measures of organizationAI states which are explained later

in this chapter.-: This 2 x 2 design will identify effects ostensibly
t.;

due to the presence of the OD program as statistical interactions ..kk

between time and participation status.,, An extended discussion of this

,

type of analysis fOr this type of,situation is made by Nunnally (1976).
_ ,

In his treatment Of this issue, Nunnally p ts the _case for the-.

above type of analysisas the most legitimate treatment of the non-
_

equivalent control group/design.
'l 4

,-

At/the same time, we recognize the potential"Oonstraint at a .,

-,
_

. 4 ,'

pure quasi-experlimentalAesign will crenate on the potentiiI knowledge

0

to b6 gained from program eValuation (Glaser 06trai*, 1967; Ross' i'
.

Cronbach, 1976). Some of this additional knOwledge cam be gained by

. '

elrocess evaluation (Duncan et al, 1977; Mohrman et al, 1977). H5wever,
,

statistical analysis of the, data can alsb be used to an useful

a-

4
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insights. A simple technique which we have utilized is the presentation

of Student t's for the pre- and post-test measure for both the parti-

cipating and non-participating samples. Although not a rigoroug test

of program effects, it allows the reader to get a feel for the pattern

of changeg:which occurred..

In this.same spirit of increasing the interpretive usefulness of
. ,

the data by maximizing the changes of discovering pattern tendencies.,-,

we report all our significance tests in thispaper at both the- indiVi7

'dual and school levels of-analyses although, strictly speaking, the

school is the proper unitof analysis when'evaluating a school level

1

intervention.' Purely for the sake of simplicity we have, in the(vari-

ous tables, presented only the,means used in individual level analyses,

In point of fact, these are quite close to the means used'for organiza-

tion level analyses. It general, most t-tests-which are signffidant,

when Acne at the inidividual level also,achieve significance at the

organization level, The ANOVA's generally did.not-achieve significance

'; at the organization level.
, .

Sinc'e high schools aria junior high schools are qualitatively,

quantitately, and organizationally very much different from elemen-
,

tary schools, and.gince only one secondary school participated in the

,prOgram, we 'omitted these schools analyses'- this chapter.

We focus solely on elementary schools: One''non-participating elemen-
,$

tary school was omitted from the dialysesbecause of a very low response

. 0--

rate on'the questionnaire.
, 'Thus, eight parti9ipating and eight non -

participating level samples. Only-
,

the respondents from each of these two sets of eight schools` were used

as the ndividUal level samples.

28
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As a final measure to ensure a, relatively .straightforward.presen-

tation we have limited the content.of our discussion to individual,

level results. In 'almost all cases, the comments are valid for organ-

izational level results, also.
.

Measures
1

This section briefly presents the measures which were taken through

the evaluation questionnaire. The final report for the project (Duncan

et al, 1977) contains complete information, including the items making

up questionnaire scales and the reliabilities of those scales. , Measures

are discussed In the order,of the hypotheses to which they apply.

Structure is measured by four scales. Standardization refer

, . .

the extent to which there. are specifically defined rules and procedures

to be followed (Hall, 1977). Hierarchy of Authority measures the degree

to which decisions and problems must be referred upward (Hall, 1p77).

Autonomy and Variety refer, respectively, to the degree of discretion

1. ;014

and -non- routine activiti&s associated, with school tasks (e.g., Potter,
...! f

Lawler, and Hackman,,1975)A-

Group Problem'Solving
.

is measured by seven scales which Correspond'

to the seven steSs,problem ;solving process discusSed at length earlier.

The scales tap the degree,to which the school tends to identify and

solve problems through collective means.

Influence: Teachers were asked to,ektimate the degree of influence

They perceived each of 10 groups or entities to have over school'

policies and prbgrams. These were: students, teaCherg, principals,

central office, board 'of education, parents, AFT (the local bargaining*

agent), state and federal governments, and community dgencies, The

, :29
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separate items were not scaled.

Participation in Decision Making: Following Alutto and Belisco

,(1972, 1973) we measured perceiyed participation in school decisions

by asking teachers, to reportIthe degree thwhich they actually partici-
. ,

pate in 12 common deciaion,areas in schools. 'These 12 areas factored,

, quite clearly into 2 domains of decisional participatiori (Mohrman,

Cooke, Mohrman1978). The "technical domain" consisted of thefollow-
,

ing areas: selecting texts, resolving student learning problems, deter- .

4
.

-mining instructional methods, establishing instructional policies, and

establishing disciplinary policies. The "Administratire-"domain" con-
,

sisted of: hiring professional personnel, planning budgets, determining

Professional assignments, resolving grievances, planning facilities,

resolying problems with community groups, determining salaries.

Resource A oc tion and Goal Effectiveness: Teachers were asked

to respond to a list of 10 common goals or objectives of schools by

estimating 13) the degree to which each,goal received emphasis and

resources in'their schools.and 2)-the degree to which they felt the

goa/ was .being adpomplished by their school. The for4wr'is an estimate 4

of resource allocation across goals, the latter an estimate-of goal,

effectiveness. The individual goals were not scaled.

-Satisfaction and Stress: Individual level reactions.to the job are

;,

measured using adaptations of common measures in organizational liter -

ature. Intrinsic and ConteAtual.Job Satisfaction refer to our,inter-

pretations of t;:to dominant factors resulting from a set of items

derived. from Porter's needsrsatisfaction questionnaire. (Porter and

Lawler, 1968). Role
Ambiguity\

lnd,Role OvAeload are scales made up

f--

a
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of items from a variety of sources dealing with these commonly used

contructs (e.g., Riz,) and House, 1977).'

In addition to the above measures, the results section will report

data obtained by other means, chiefly interviews.

III. RESULTS

Comparison of ExpelI;4mentSand Control Groups. The fact of self-

selection into the hxperimental or Control group necessitates an explor-

ation of the initial extent of non-equiv4enCY between,the'two groups

and resultant implications for validity of the eva luation results..

Self-selection occurred after most faculties hd been familiarized with
Aso.,

the nature of the OD program, and before the questionnaire administrax

tion. It was expected that the scho9s which opted to participate

.,

would be those in which there was a felt need for a program of this

I

type to address problem - areas-in the school. In general, the partic i-

,

pating school teachers perceived a higher degree of hierarchy of-author-
,

ity, less problem solving activity, and a lower amount of goal effec-

244.*

tiveness.than.teachers in non-participating schools. In addition,

4/-
parteicizatingschoolsmea*red lower in; teacher satisfaction and co-

,

hesiveness on the evalua tion questionnaire scales, and less favorably

in teacher 'perceptions of many aspects of their schbol on the feedback

survey.

The extent to which the measured differences between the two groups

/

reflect actual differences, in organizational state rather than a-
'.

rationalization o? thedeciion.to particiipate in the OD program cannot

initely guaged. Interview and` obser vational data suggest,however'-e
.1

> 1)4

J -
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that, consistent with the data, several off-the participating schools

were in reality characterized by a relatively low state of organizational

health and that the ranking of schools on various crganizational variables

had been relatively constant during the years prior to the intervention.

If there indeed had been a historical pattern of non-equivalency, it

makes if less likely that changes in measures,on the post-test represent

regression of the participating and non - participating groups toward the

ovrall sample mean rather than program effect (Cook and Campbell, 1976).

In this particular quasi-expei4iment, that threat to validity is also

reduced by the ability to compare patterns of changes in data with pro-

gram effect measured in the pilot test of the same intervention which

utilized a-field experimental design (Coughlan et al, 1972). Similari-

ties in results in the two research_Drograms provides evidence that true

program effect is being reported.

1

Tests of l4ypotheses

Primary Outcomes: Table III.1 provides the summative evaluation data

that was obtained from questionnaires. Primary program effects which

should reflect implimentation of the OD program itself were expected to

be an alteration in -11-e organization structure and ankincrease in the

group problem-solving and change processes in the.schoo T-tests

indicate that two aspects of structure, Standardization and Task Variety

increased significantly only in the participating schools, presumably

reflecting the highly standardized nature of the intervention and the

addition'of group problem Solving activities to the pre-existing roles

of teachers in those schools. Hierarchy of Authority and Autonomy did

not change significantly in either control or experimental group.
now

3.2
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TABLE 111.1

Changes over Time on Evaluation Givevtionnalre Scales:
Significant datiges for Participating and Icon- participating Samples (t-tents)

and
Significant Interaction Effects between Change and Program Participation (two-way

Individual and Organization Level Analyses
r

4
Individual

Participating Samples Level Inter- 14°P.:Octi.c1Pn."16.S.4aZle.1

i i tend tort
torg

2 action Effect
.

-

(time a j it a i
, t

ind

I '

t

org
7

Pre-rest PoOt -test Change M*120) (N*8), participation) Pre-test Post-teat Chant. (14100) (.14..13)

Enalronaest

Environmental influence on .policy aad

EWA=
student. , 2.38 3.08 + -4.40 -6.80*"

mi.

ma *
Teachers 3.26 3.57 + -2.92 -2.83

Principals 4 :04 4.09 +

CentCal office
o

ice 4.34 4.43 +
J

Board of education 4.44 4.26
I

Parents , 3.08 3.17 +

The APT and affiliates 3.14 3.09 " -

.

sit

State goverment J.15 3.92 4 -5.81 -3.96**
.

70deril govetameat . 3.06 3.73 + -5.82
mil*

, -3.42
me

t

Community agencies (police, fire, etc.) 2.32 2.56 4 -2.22

Organization Structure

Standardisation 4.17 4.37 -2.17a'

Autonomy 4.16 4.25 * t, -

Variety 4.02 4.31 . + -2.47* -2.5411.../.

Rierarchy of authority' 1.65 3.38

'fkganizational Process

Problem-solving ilocems

Evaluation 3.10 3.81 5.28*** -5.58*** 3.60

Solution genOration 3.19 3.78 + -4.86
ea.

-5.30
ass

Internal diffusion 2.51 2.94 4 -3.72*** 2.64 *'

Legitimation 2.50. 2.90 4 -3.13** -3.16*
61

Adoption 2.79 3.19 + -3.41
*eh

-3.92
4

Implesentation
.

3.20 3:71 + -4.1811* -1.10
*a

Nnutinizatinn 3.22 3.65 + -4.18*** -2.90*

Particmation in decision making 0 . (I, 33
Actual participation in policy decisions 1.!2 , 1.59 +

Should paiticipatt in policy decisions 3.04 3.02

Actual participation in operational
decisions

,

3.39 3.54 +
i.

Shoyld participate in operations
decisions 4.29 4.30 +

.. 2.54 2.79

3.44 3.44

4.12 4.05'

4.19 4.28

4.23 4.31

2.94' 3.02

2..91. 3.03

3.06 3.69

3.08 3.61
1

2.13 2.28

..."

4.17 4.23 .

4.20 4.28

4.26 4.18

3.07 3.15

'

\ .

3.82'

3.69 3.80
.

J12.80 2.88

2.72 2.96
I

.

3.27 3.33

3.59 3.68

1.. 3:69 3.75.. .

*0 1.65 1.48

3:03 2.98

a - 3.49 3.46'

.0) 4.28 4.29

+ .

+

+

+

+

+ -4.25 -5.26
It****a

+ -3.57
**a

-4.10
ha

+

+

4

+'

+

+

+
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TABLE 111.1 (continued)
6

Individual -..,..4

Participating 'Samples Level inter- Non-partiejpetielSamples

i
Pre -test

Reo°ur" Al1"caUPitrePFP!

*assign of-aktrntion and resources

I. Develop highly qualified staff 3.36

2. Implement comprehensive and integrated
instructional program 3.33

3. To provide positive sad supportive
school environment 3.42

4. To provide ongoing evaluation of
school programs for modifithtiom and
development 2.88

5. To experiment with educational
innovations 3.09

4. To be responsive to community : 3:04

7. To communicate to public objectives
and results of school programs 0 2.72

8. To promote educational AmhJevelistat

of minority students 3.27

9. *coordinate school activities with
relevant.connonity groups 2.73

10. To lessen disciplinary problems
. 3.37

_enizationalAffectiveness

Coal effectiveness
c

1. Develop highly qualified staff 3.29

2. Implement comprehensive and integrated
instructional program 3.16

4 ,
J. To provide posfttve and supportive

school environmeht 3.28

4. To provide ongoing evaluation of

school prograin for modification and'
development 2.76

.

5.:1O expgliment with educational
innovailtins ,

2.96
'.

6. To be rrsponsfv* to,c.imaunity ,, 2.87

7. To communicate to public objectives
and results of school programs 2:69

8. To promote educational achievement
of minority students

2.917

9. To coordinate schoOl activities with
relevant community groups ' 2.81

tn. To lessen discipliner) prohlen, 3.05

i

Post -teat

3.67

3.73

3.75

,

3.39.

3.00

:3.41

3.07
g

3.55

2.84

3.49

3,S0

3.37

3.47

3.10

2.89

3.20

2.99

3.t1

2.RI

3.09

.

Change

+

+

+

:,

4

'..

4

' + '

- 4

+

+

4

+

+
,

' +

.

+

+

+

+

t ind

(N120)

*e
-2.76

-3.97***

**
-3.17

-6.72"*

J.

***
-3.81

-3.15**

-2.08

-2.04

**
-3,15

***
-3.22

**
-2.99

tore

(N8)

**
-4.22

t
**

-4.44

)

-6.22
inl,i

**
-4.66

-5.04** '''

**
-4.84

***
-5.76

*
-2.64

***
-5.27

action Effect
(time x

palljc1pst1on)

a

a

I

Pre-test

3.61

3.47

3.69

3.11

3.31

3.43

3.18

3.51

2.90

3.42

3.56

3.37

3.51

3.04

3.13

3.20

3.04

3.25

2.86

'2 98

i

Post -test

3.66

3.74

3.81

3.374

3.28

3.44

3.16

3.72

2.89

3.54

3.51

3.42
%

3.65

3.05

3.07

3.22

2.98

3.32

2.01n

7.94

rind

Change 0900)

-2.17
*

+ -1.84

+'

tore
(ii!Aj

-3.43
*
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Role behavior

Role overload 3.07

.2.45
ti

tole ambiguity

Job satisfaction

intrineic satisfaction

Contextual satisfaction

Cohesiveness

* Significant at p <.05.

-Significant in action effect at nrsanizational

X

Pre:-test

4.50

4.10

4.56

51Significant at p < .01.

1114 II Significant aF p <.001.

a

'Two- tailed t-test, between pre-test and.post-test groups.

2
74'o-tailed t-test, using paired groupings.

a

c 14,..

TABLE II1.1 (continued)
Individual

X glad tors

rost:test change (01201 (me)

2.2

4.82 I+

'4.54
,

4.75

level.

,

-2.95
se

-3.19
11

.

**-3.44
ass

-3.92

4

' Level Inter- mop-part OrtiN.sWIY%
action Effect

(time x
particfpatiOn)

Za

3
f statistic used to determine the probability that measured. interactioUs occur by chance.

1'

o,..5

35

O

.4

O'N

i

Pre-test

'1 .

Post ieitr-Change

t
in-d

(woo)
t.rg
(118)

3.16 3.30

2.28 2.21

4.76 4.66

4.41 4.54

4.85 4.69 -

4/ c--
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tk-
Teachers in the participating schpolS, but not in the non-partici-

pating schools, perceived an inc reasein all seven'stages of the group'

problem' solving process. Significant two -way interaction effects (time
4 \

emergedx participatory status) emerged for fotir stages In the analyses of

1
variance: Evaluation; Solution Generation, Implementation, and Routini- -0-

,

A

zation.
°

Qualitatiyt interview-and observational d'ata confirms those primary

effects. Takft III.2,provides evidence that the-groups wert_Meeting,

had relatively high attendance,. and that many of the' groups` utilized

the standardized communication forms as well as the standard change

.

paradigm provided by the interventionists. Plisparently the entire change .

process was followed in many program groups, asthe solutions listed in
A

'Table 111.3, all reached the implementation stage and may had been

routinized by the 'time. the second year ended.

Secondary Outcomes: As a result of increased group problem solving and
. t

Structuralkchange in-the'experimental schools, it washypOthesized that

teachers would perceivt an increase'inthe extent of their Participation

in Decision Making sand. their Influence on the policies and programs in

their school.

The data pro4ided-weak evidence tliet.there were-effects-on the

amount of perceived Participation in Decisig Making. A very slight
, s

. f-, . ,

absolute increase in tbe measures OfsParticipatioriin both Admillistra-

.45.ve and TeChpical decisions in the experimental sample combined with
V

decreases in these measures in%the control group to produce significant

interaction effects,in the analysis of vviance.
. -

,Teachers in the'experimental group perdeivedjan increase in both

cr f



'Table 111.2 Use,of Program` Components by Participating Schools

1

Components Elementary School Program Groups

A B C- . D E F G H
First Academic Year ..(

.

Data -

t

Feedback Session yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Groups

'Program Group
Number of

Meetingsa 6 11 5 9
i

7 6 4 5

Percent of ,......

Attendanceb 75 100 90 75 50 __pc 95 75
' Review Group yes yes . yes yes yes' -yes yes no

Process Guidance )

Seven SageModel yes yee--,, no . yes no no lkes no
Forms yes yes yes yes no no yes no

Second Academic Year
Groups

Program Group
Number of

Meetings' 3c ,11 5 15d 13d 12 . 0

. Percent of

Attendance \95 100 l00 60 50 75
Review Group yes . yes yes yes yes yes no

Process Guidance
Seven Stage Model no yes no , yes yes- no no

. -
Forms no yes yes yes yes no - no

Data
Feedback Session no yes yes yes no no yesf ---

,
.

t

Third Academic Year
Status cont. cont. cont. cont. cont.

1104a Includes three initial released time meetings provided bey re search funds. 1 b
Percent refers

to those participating after the initial three released time meetings. c Monitor left and was
not replaced; the program was not.really continued, although the leader was asked to call meet-
ings regarding a particular eroblem. d Change in program group leadership. e Grou formally
voted to drop the program. r Attended by principal.
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Table 111.3 Problem Area and Solutions Implemented

I. Exchange of 13?-6Tessional and Task-Related Information
Compiled list of community resources utilized by teachers
Compiled list of teaching materials available in the school
Teacher lunches to provide interaction opportunities
_Collected information and held meetings to decide on a new math-

ematics curriculum'
Met as faculty to give professional assistance to new teachers
Gomprehensive school calendar to facilitate coordination
Meetings to share knowledge concerning innovative materials
Communication of progress on referrals
Determine priorities or useof limited special testing services
COmmunication forms u ed to exchange information between teachers

II, Utilization of Resource Available such as Space, Materials, Time and
Services --

Procedures for locati materials so accessible to-all teacher
Procedures to use:.para rofessiOnal mr 'volunteer assistance to

duplicate materia s (2 schools)
System to utilize libr ry when part-time librarian not present
Upgraded, catalogued 'an encouraged use of resource room ....:44.1a

Planned utilization of orkshop day
Developed work space fo teachers (2 schools)
Altered space utilizatio' in building
Priority system for use "testing services (also under I.)

1p. 'Communication between Admini
Met with Central Office Pe

- Clarify nature of ps
should be availabl

'- Clarify procedures fo

special ed programs
- Point out,problems bei

schools)
-Get information conc

for supplementary tea
Developed weekly bulletin for
Appointed agenda committee to

needed

IV.

ration and .Facu

sonnel
hological services
in the school
identifying and

g cause

hat teachers felt

cing students in

ial service shortage

ssibili es "for and make requests

g materials
mmunication from principal to faculty
uest formal faculty meeting when

Procedures for Grouping Children d Easing Movement between

Learning Situations
Procedures for coMmunicating ski is to promote continuity

in child's program
System to allow individualized re ding instruction With movement

of students between classroo s (3 schools)
Guidelines for placing students in classes from one year /o next ,
Te'sting in basic skills to detect d place for remediatiOn

V. Client-Oriented Cur icular Behaviora or Develo ment Areas Needin

Stress
Curricular and Extracurricular fdcus oh citizenship
Interdepartmental focus on basic ski is
Cutting down truancy and class-cuttin

, 40,

38
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37a

Table III. 3, cont'd

VI. Contextual Irritants
Decorated-teacher lounge -

Secured Coke machine
Locked schools doors during lunch
Pass system for visitors
Structural change in driveway and playground

VII. Other-School-Environment InierPg&
Program to increase parental involvercnt in the school

ti

;;

39

o
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at 4 a,' r\

their own influence and that of the.students but no Change in the

.64

influence of the. principal over policy and programs. Increased student

influence may reflect the improved ability to tailo' the educational

process to the needs. of students,as a result of problem-solving efforts

by the teachers in each school. Changes in the perceived influence of

government were registered,in both experimental and GePtAl groups, and

probably reflect general environm ental occurrences such as a court

ordered desegregation plan-rathel, th theOD project.
4

Once again, qualitattive data adds substance to these statistics.
_

The list of solutions that were implemented reveals that many of the

issue? The Program Groups dealt with were coOrdinativeor integrative*, :

in nature, pnd were nOt,strictly administrative or instructional decisions.
I

Thus,'it is understood that items measuring perceived participation in
.

/
-Nog

.

It normal""administrative and technical decision areaskdid at-change.
-"....; s ...

Structured interrs with leaders, monitgrs, and `principals yielded
4 .

information which stressli-the'essentialltRrofessional nature-of thq

Program Group activities. Bothteachers and principals felt that the.

major reasons for participation were toselve problems, increase teacher

, influence, and increase prVessional interaction. Many of the inter-
?, *4 . smk,

it0; .T. 4

vitwees felt that teachers had become more influential in_their schools
..7.--

` as a result of the program. Priwipal influence44V,, however, was in general
4

P .1.

not perceived to have` ,changed, This lends some substantiation to the .

.,.. ,
-'

,,,*k .7-

. ._ ',*
.

.
theoretical framewOr presented in the first chapter, which differen-,

. __-..

tiates between problem areas requir g technical.core problem solving

and those requiring managerial proble -salving. It seems that teachers

s
,

as a group can become more active and influent i in solving their

0
.J
J. '

IN

0A
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problems without detracting from the:400puence that they perceive 'their

-

principal to have or that the principal himself perceives.

,..-

In general, the principal's role doe not seem-to have been weakened
-,..,,,

.

,
.

. ,.

"by the program. On the contrary, interviews- with district office
,

personnel revealed that the interventign had been beneficial to a couple

,/

of priricipals who, prior to theintervention,'had been perceived as weak

administrators but ho appeared to gain influence.as a result. Principals

, .

. .

inparticipating' hools may have become more knowledgeable concerning

what is going o in the school and more active in communicating information .,..,.

Increased wo-way communication between teachers and principals was-also

reported by almost all parties as a major benefit of the program

,Tertiary Outcomes: The introduction of faculty level problem

L.

golving,mechanisms and the consequent increase in perceived teacher

influence over programs and policies waa,expected to result in an increase

o

in the organizational attention and resources applied toward schoolegoals
.,,

.,

., . ,
i

.

.that,are valued by the teachers. Data n-Table III.1 reveals a significant ,

increase in the amauntirof attention and resources allocated to seven cif

the ten goals presented in the questionn&ire,.compare'd to one goal area

in non - participative schools. Interaction effects (time x participatory

status) were present in the analysis of variance of two, goals involving

responsiveness to the community and commuhication with the pubflic. This,

provides further evidence of increased environmental adaptation.

If,\as theorized, the O.D. project was appropriate to the environment,

Arp technology, and professional nature of the school staff; it was expected

that organizational effectiNieneas would increase and teacher satisfaction

and role variables' would improve in the participatory schools.

Organization effectiveness wag perceived by teachers to have increased

-significantly in four goal areas in the participatory schools while it
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changed'Very little in non-participative schools. Some objective

credence can be lent to these effectiveness measures', as structured

interview data attime two generaked by district office personnel yielded:

external judgements of the,effel;e174s of 'each school which correlated

strongly with self-ratings by the teachers in each school.(r =

N'= 17).

Finally, teacher job satisfaction increased and tole ambiguity

..74eppegsed,b1 the participative schools, a patterwnot found in the non-
.

participative schoolt:--Analysisof variance of intrinsic satisfaction

scores, yielded a significant interaction effect (time x ,pipatory

status). Participation in,the problem-Solving process and the experience

of, increased influence over policies and programs seem to have contributed

to both -the contetual and intiiinsic satisfadtion of teachers, as well as

to have reduced the role'ambiguity associated with.tleir jobs.

A further indication of improved attitudes of teachers is the

\
striking pattern of increase in favorability of the various/Scales in the

...,

,

feedbaok.survey - (Table 111.4). General areas which
/7

shdwed significAnt

improvement in the xperiiental schools but.not in the controls included:

"Colleague Rela ons, Supervisory Relations, Administrat've Practices;

Teacher P formance and Development, Prof sional W kload, and

Educe onalEffectiveness. This pattern of improvement in the school.

ey follows very closely the results of a pilot study.

a

Iv. lAscussioN
. ,

The previous section desdribed the results of'the summitive evaluation,

A

which.presents "hard" dat4 concerning Program effect; including questionnaire

data indicating some perceptual' increases in favorability, documentation. 4.
. ,

. .. .

.z

of problems confronted and solved by-the Program Groupi,-and final interview
_

. . ,

.- data .tapping,the attitudes `of district personnel toward the OD program.
J 5
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, TABLE III.'

Chnoges,over Time on School Survey Scales!

Significant Changes for Participating
and Non-participating Samples (t -teats)

an$

Significant Interaction Effects between Change and ProgramParticipatlon (two-way ENOSK's)

Individual and Organization Level Analyses

0

i

'

.

").

..

Client Relations

..

-i
Pre -Heat

Participating Samples

tors

(P.8)

Individual
Level Inter-
action Effect

(tie.

participation)

1
Pr.-test

$0417.eartieipating Samples

tong

(N*8)

J

44

inin
W

1

. i
Post -teit Cbange

o

tied

(1120)

1
Post-test Change

rind

(P.100)

3.16

3.52

3.09

3.40

..

3.25

3.37

3.23

3.10

2.50

2.89

2.36

2.36

`r 2.39

3.10

2:65

2.88

4:44

3.10

2.96

2: 85

3.06

2.d0

2.88

2.71

3.34

3.73

3.22

3.34

3.45

3.52

3.78;
3.57

2.86

3.23

3.00

3.1i

2.83

3.29

2.91

.

. 3.11 '

3.55

3.45

3.15

3.03

3.26

2.97

2.97

3:03

+

+

+

+

:

4
+

+

+

+

' +

+ ....

+

+

+

4..

+

+

+

+

+

+

+,,

-2.61!!

-2.27!

-3.90
fee

-3.48!!!

73.19!!

-/.69 !

-7.81!"-

-4.54***

-2.464'
ttpo

-2.22

,

.3.97 !!

-2.27
see

-2.14 4n

s.

.-3.03**

-3.27
ee

-2.63!

.
-2.96

..

:-.N

-3.51"

-3(08!

-2:09!

*
4.72

***
-8.23

e n*
-8.70

-4.36**

ft-

-2.68!

-4.63

-2.70!

.4.15!

-2:A7'

.,..

-3.6855

, 1

e

.. *

*

.

*

,..

3.31

3.64

3.3)

3.56

3.18

3.56

3.21

3.74

2.74

1.37

. 2.54

2.5)

2.52

3.31

2.64

2.94

3.28

3.33

3.01

2.6$

3.32

3.00

3.06

2.86

_3.46

' 3.80

3.41

3.64

3.50

3.65

3.34

3.71

2.88

3.36

3.02

3.18

2.84

3.33
2.94

r....r
2.94

3.24

3.46

3.25

3.00?'

3.45 °

3.04

2.06

3.10

+

+

+

+

+ ..0

+

+

-

+

+

+

+ .

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-2.05

*ea
-4.68

-5.20
mon

2.834!

-2.564

.2.81
on

a*
.2. 70

-1.I7
*

n

-4.61"

-6.28
ace

-2.67!

-2.87!

-3.76
e

-2.38

School community relations

Community influence

Community interest

Students

IWternalldoomal Relations

Collegial, rele'tions

Professional support

''\,,Staff integration

Soioervisory relation*

Adoinimtsativn practices

1

Profe*siloal Climate

. Performaoce and development

8bemity woke in educational program

Participation to izogram setting

Responsiveness to faculty

Facilities

materials and equipment

acBUIldIng and filities.

,

106 rA teal
ProfeasloOal work Insd

Non,prefissional work load

School Performance

utational effectiveneszM
.

Eva/nation ofstudents

Cogn it tvit evacuationion

Student Placement ,

Speel41 services

S.rvIcon for *petit,/ children

ServIcea for mtodcnt and *toff

,imprOvoneot
....-.....

Siviiflcnnt at. p (.0.
ea
.Sigo1i1gant at p < .01.

alto
Signlfleant at p t.001.

-.. 40.".
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At the conclusion of the two years of formal.interventio 'five schools

indlcatetthat their faculties had decided to proceed with-vthe program for

at least .another year. Three schools%had stopped program activities, one

hy.formal vote and the others by tacit agreement. The district office indi-

cated a willingness ,to cooperate With Program Group efforts of the five

continuing schools, but there were no plans for any district level encourage-
,

ment of an expansion of the program.. Final interviewswith the'major dis-

trict'office,personnel yielded a positive assessment of the nature and

potential benefits of the project, but a less positive assessment of the

results of the project in their own district. Almost all ten district

office personnel remarked that the preoccupation of administratori with .

superintendent turnover, coujt ordered desegregation, ;teacher strike, and

the annexaion of another.school district had detracted from the administra-
,

tive,attention and commitment that would have been necessary to enable the

program to have a widespread effect in the district,

Despite this aseesdment, with which the interventionist§ reluctantly

,must agree, the experiences in this district have confirmed the general

theoretical development calling for.collective decision processes to sup-

plement authority decisions in schools. Many of the teachers with whom wet
, .

interacted_ felt frustrated by'efforts to participate in authority decisions

through the usual committees, as they felt that the resulting decisions

often did not address the problems they confronted in their actual day-to-day

-teaching or that their input was ignored. A close look at the roblem areas

dealth wittily the Program Groups indicates that the decisiofie and solutions

produced by these groups did not involve the pplicies and programs which are

generally conceived to be authority decisons, but dealt with how to make these

programs work at the technical core level. Such areas as coordination of efforts

of special and regular-classroom teachers, deciding on student placement; passing
/I

45
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information from teacher to teacher concerning a child's progress, and

exchanging more information about scheduling, materials,'and resources .

e school are all directly related to making the total effoit in the

school ;pore effective and better Coordinate At major benefit of the OD

effort that was reported by zart4pants was theincrease in communication

between teachers. So often it was couched in terms like, "finally we are

talking to each Other about our work," that we can not help.but feel that
#

this sort of professional interaction is a need that has'too long been

frustrated in many schools.

. Interview data provide 'some confirtation that roles did change as a

result of the-program, at least for the principal, leaders, and monitors:

The increase in perceived variety in the jobs of teachers in participating

schodls that was reported in the questionnaire indicates that the roles of

other teachersin these schools had also expanded. We have much evidence

that the new structures, the Program Groups, and the Review Committees

,
implementedmplemented in five of the eight participating elementary schools and

were routinized in three of those schools.

These new' structures and roles appear to have been integrated with

-..the authority structures in most of the schopls. Many problem solutions

received legitimation and even act' e assistance from building-level and

district-level administrators: Interview data indicate that in most

schools this integration as accomplished witholft loss of influence by

the principal, even though the teachersas a gtoup were beginning to

perceive themselves.as having more influence in their schodts. Furthermore,

teems to have been accompanied by an increase in,knowledge and awareness

of the school situation And greater communication by both teachers and
H,

principals..

46
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There were several schools where integration of collective decision-

.making structures with the ority structures was accomplished only by

hard work and sensitivity the part of the Leaders and monitors. Twol

''schodls were still working achieve such integration. One other'school

had terminated the project, at least partly because of the problem of

fitting the Program Group into the pre-existing mode-of functioning. This

pointsto a problem which may have been insufficiently addressed in the

theoretical development and evaluation of the context of schools, namely,
,

the issue of power and4influence in the schools. Our exper ence points

(%
out that professional problem solving was not welcomed by many principals

and that several principals were not even willing to cooperate with such

efforts. This appears to relate not only to their personal desire for

power and influence, but also to the accountability and responsibility

structure in school distriCts. More work needs to be done to conceptualize

how this program fits into this structure, how to introduce it into a

district in a way which doesinot threatenKrincipals, how to make more

explicit the differentiation between the collective and authority structures

and responsibilities.

In the theoretical development, we suggested that the introduction of

collective decision structures,should result in teachers having a greater

sense of influence andlxperiencing more satisfaction with their work

situation. Our questionnaire data indicate that over the duration of the

intervention, teachers in participating schools began to participate more

in operational or teaching decisions and that their satisfaction1d

increase during the cours4 of the intervention to a greater extent than

that of teachers in the non-partipat' schools,/

Organizational,flexibility and organize ional effectiveness were both

predicted to increase as '.a result of the implementation of collective

47
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decision structures and processes. Although we have no systematic data

on the former, we do have strong evidence that there was an increase in

problem-solving actiVitiessin the participating schools. This, coupled
.

with the fact that the Program Groups were addressing different probl4s

from anew perspective (i.e., the faculty as a group), would indicate

increased organizational capacity to deal with its technical core environ-

ment. We'have limited evidence that teachers in participating schools felt

their, schools were beginning to ftee-effectively accomplish some

,educational goals. This OD intervention provides the teachers with a

collective mechanism to adjust to the changing context and constraints

under which they function and to identify ways to affect that context and

to better achieve the educational goals in their schools.

One central administrator summed things up, from his point of view,

when he sail' this 06 program was capable of solving "little". problems.

11 schools in general, administrators are increasingly involved with "big"

problems -- strikes, desegregation orders, adoption of new programs, closing

sch ls because of failing enrollment. Each decision made at that level

. creates lots of ttle" problems at the school level which require

adjustment and further change. The teachers need a may not only.to affect

these "big" decisions, but also to deal with their own local needs in

order to continue to carry on and try to improve the education in their

1,
schools. A 4

Thus, we do not view the developident of organizational problem-solving

oppacities and the creation of collective decision-making structures as an

end in itself), But we do suggest that for some school districts a serious *

.

effort to develop the pribblem-solving capabilities -of its own employees

night have more effect on the quality of education fered and be a better

expenditUre-Of-resources_than the'adoption of yet another new program which

-48
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may cost a lot of money and;yet never achieve acceptance.

The field retearch reported in thi41 document gives us reason to believe

that the basic model which
0
was tested has the potential to increase the

. .

efforts of teachers to improve the education in their buildingsr

particulaMy if implemented in a district with strong. administrative

support. BeCause it involves skills and develops capacities that are

"content-free" in that they do not address a particular substantive

problem, the program should be especially beneficial during a time of

rapid change in school??

fl
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